MEMORANDUM upon COLLIERIES &c.
by William Watson 31May 1832 to13: Collieries include
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(1) Wideopen, (2) Cowpen, (3) Old, Adventure, New (Bee) & Ballast Hill Pits, St Lawrence
(4) Thistle Pit, Heaton (5) Jarrow Pit, Jarrow
Loose Sheet

[29]

William Watson . –

Bud | 83 [Bud-83]

[31e May 1832 to Feby 13th 1834]

[1a]
th

Minutes Wideopen Colliery, April 15 1833 –
B Pit – South West Workings. –
F. I.
Coal - - - - - - - - 1 .. 4
Stone - - - - - - - 2 .. 9
Course Coal - - 0 .. 7
Band - - - - - - - 0 .. 2
Main Coal - - - 4 .. 2
Brat - - - - - - - - – .. 4
Can hew 18 Corves in Wide bords on an average. –
Powder & Candles 3d. P. day –
Pay – 18d. P. Yard Walls.
Bords from 4 to 4 ½ Walls. Yards
1
/10 – 5s .. 0d P. xx
.. 6
4 .. 6
3 Powder & Candles
4 .. 3
Fixed that the Strangers are to have 5s /- P. xx whereas the Old Pitmen have
4s / 6d finding their Own Powder & Candles which are ascertained to Cost as
Follows – 6 Shorts to a lb valve 7d & 2 each day 1/3 of 7d - - - - 2d
Candles 8 – 50 – 1/6 part - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
P. Day 3
Gear to find over and above. –
Rewarded to the new Comers 5s /- P. xx being 6d above Old Colliers which
had the Effect of Keeping them upon the Premises, there are about
40 Men –
N.B. – All the Small Coals is drawn out of this Seam and laid down in
a mixed state to be Rescreened over 3/8 Screen. – Two Pits working
Seam rising to North about 1 in 15. – Depth from Surface 80[Ft.]
Winnings 12 Yards & 30 Yds. To the Pillar –

[1]

Memorandums

[2] [3]

st

Tuesday 31 . May 1832 Went down
Cowpen Colliery and the Cinder Coal
putting thro at the Face of the South
West Narrow bords which was paid
by the Shift is proved to be 5 Yards
in thickness, there is also lying behind
the Cinder Coal a Strong Whin Dyke
which is at present 5 Yards in and
is looking very Strong and little
Water. –
Also the Trouble in the North West
Headways is going on as Fast as
possible so as to get the Rolley
Way into that Part of the Pit it
is a Downcast to No. of 11 Feet. –

PLAN OF COWPEN PIT TROUBLE
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The Bords towards Blyth on the
Staple are all looking well
at Present. –
The Present Vend this Pay is 1689
[plan on Chas. – Raised this Pay 1286 Chas.
blotting Wednesday 21st. June Went down
paper Cowpen Pit and the Downcast
see
Trouble in the North West Headways
Insert] of 11 Feet which was putting through
when there last has from all appearance
Run Out and the end of a Rise Trouble
come in at that very place which is
still going on with till further orders
The Whin Trouble at the Face of the South
West Exploring Drifts has since being
there Last has only gone 1¾ Yard.
from the Hardness of the Whin; and
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[4]
there is no appearance of any change
whatever at the Present time. –
Friday 22nd. June went down St. Lawrence
Colliery with Mr. Dunn and has given
orders that the Sand Trouble met with
in the Face of the West North Headways
has to be continued, and close Timbered top & bottom so as to keep it from
running together, the cause of its being
left off at first was, to try it at an other
place but without Success. –
Friday 29th. June Went down St. Lawrence
and the Workings near the St. Lawrence House
are looking very favourable, and the
Rise Trouble (of 5 Feet to West) put over
has set away the Water and the Foul
Air is entirely gone: the Headways

[5]

[6]
St. Lawrence Pit & found the Air
in a very good State; The Rolley
Way that last to be continued up the
W Rolly Way bord from the Crane
to the West Side of the Rise Trouble
of 5 Feet in order to carry the rolly way down South on the West
Side of the said Trouble is now
in hands with, the Workings in
that past of the Pits are looking
very well at present. –
The Gravel & Sand Trouble at
the Face of the W t. North Headways
was 32 Yards in on the 26th of last
Month and at that distance was
met with a Post of 2 Feet 10 Inches
High that went across the Drift
which made it appear more fa-

going towards the Old Mothergate is
looking very well at the Face and the
Water has taken off. –
In the West Rolley Way the Styth is very
bad so much so that there is no possiblity of getting forward with the Sand
Trouble at Present till the West bord
from the North Headways from the
Shaft is holed into the said Gravell
Headways which is going forward
with all Speed, –
The Old West Mothergate bord is
going on very well. –
Monday 3rd. Septr. Went down [1832]
[pencil]^

[7]

[8] [9]
vourable, but since that
time the Post Stone has run
out it only being about 4 Feet
thick and behind that the Gravel
and Sand has made its appearance again which makes it
appear as bad as ever. – X
x The Furnace, making behind the
Shaft is now commenced with &
will in the course of a Week or
10 Days be completed (at present
there is only a Firelamp. –
X Mr. Dunn has thought it advisable
<from Surface>
to put a Borehole down^ 31 Yards from
the Face of the drift Northward and

the drift to be discontinues and a Strong
Dam to be put in at the Face till we see what
is proved by the borehole. – x
Down St. Lawrence Colliery Monday 10th.
and the Rolley Way that was making down
the West Side of the Rise Trouble is now completed and the Rolleys are now going that
way which of course caused a little delay
by the Rolleys getting of the Way now & then.
The Gravel Trouble that was Stopped at
the Face last week in order to put a bore
hole down 31 Yards from the Face in order
to prove whether there was Coal or Gravel, has
not been commenced with as Mr. Dunn thought
it advisable to have some other Professional
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or two owing to the High Wind from the
South, which makes the Workings in that
part of the Pit very Stythy sometimes. –
The Furnace that is making behind
the Shaft is now completed, and does act
very well indeed with Respect to the ventilation of Air round the Workings. –
Monday down St. Lawrence and Mr.
Johnson (having a View called) had Mr.
<of Hinton>
Hill^and Mr. N. Wood from Killingworth
to give their opinions respecting the quantity of Coal that is to be left under
the bed of the River Tyne without endangering the Colliery (It, in that part

place of borehole is So. 35 West from
So. E angle from Cock Fighting Row and
distance 80 links; which has to be commenced with immediately and

Persons advise, but as Mr. Dunn has gone
out of Town for a Week there is nothing doing
at it in any kind of forwardness. –
The East Way has not been on for a day
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to what thickness this Post cover is, it has
day laid off the Past Workings, the North
n
got to be proved (those Gent . think it would be
Headways, and the Gravel Headways. –
advisable to put a perpendicular borehole
Mr Hill & Mr Wood will send in their Report in
up in two or three places to prove the thickthe course of a Day or two. -ness which will be commenced with immediateDown St. Lawrence Colliery Octr: 10th. and
ly) they also agreed that a barrier of whole
the E Rolley Way is off work on account
Coal of 25 Yards must be left against the midof the High Winds, which blows the
dle of the River and the Face of the West
Styth into that part of the Pit. –
bord (near to Mr. Smiths House) also 35 Yds.
The Coal is all Wrought back on the
to be left between the middle of the River
North Side of the 5 Feet Upcast to
North up as far as the E North Roland the face of the W t. Rolley Way which is
ley Way Headways from Shaft. –
at present Standing at a Dip Trouble unproved There is also a Rolley way making
the reason those Gentlemn. think it necessary is
up the North Headways from Shaft
because the Gravel Roof is running in that direction
so as to get what Coal there is East
& it is deemed imprudent to carry the Workback to where it is wrought off also
ings to far under the River with a Gravel
to work the Coal West up towards the
Roof. – the Walls to be left 5 Yards
Gravel Trouble which (Rolley Way) will
s
thick and the bords to be worked 4 Yd . wide
be done shortly if the Styth does not
also the holings to be 3½ Yds, under the River
Tyne. – The High So. W Wind has this

[13]
ned from the Crane & a West [Stentin] turned
out of the North Headways about 40 Yds.
up towards the Gravel Trouble which
causes a Scale of Air to come down that
way from the Gravel Headways. –
There is also a Crosscut Rolleyway getting
Ready (about 70 Yds. up the West Rolleyway

of the Pit has only from 13 to 15 Faths.
of Roof in thickness from the bottom of the
River but at the same time there being
a very Strong Post for the Roof in that
Part of the Pit, being also less water but

[12]
effect that part of the Pit. -The West Workings are looking very
well[and] making large Coals at present. –
The South Headwayses going South of
the West narrow Bord are all Remarkably dry and the Coal is considered better than any that has been worked
in this Colliery. – And it is expected
That the Coal can be worked to a
considerable distance South without
being at all troubled with Water there
being a good Roof of Post in that
Direction. – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Nov 12th. 1832. The North Rolley way that
was making ready (mentioned in my last
memorandum) has at length got completed,
the consequence of its being so long in hands
is, that the Styth has been so very bad, that
the Men could not get forward with it even
for days together in consequence. – There
is now a North and South Headways tur-

[14] [15]
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Adventure Pit Saint Lawrence
December 3rd. 1832. – commenced
Colliery Decemr. 11th. 1832. –
sinking the New Pit for the Low Main
The South Headways near to Mr.
Seam (about 30 Yards from the
Smiths House out of the South West
Adventure Pit in a West direction)
Narrow Bord is going extremely flat
and it is lett P. Bargain to 15 Men
which requires very little of the Rise
for the Sum of £4..10. P. Fathom incluTrouble West of 50 feet to be cut for bringding waiting on, Gin driving, put-

from Shaft) to cut the Southmost West
Narrowbord 6 Yds. above the 5 feet Trouble
(near Mr. Smith’s House) so as to make
the Rolley Way Shorter than it is at present, and not so difficult for the Horses;
also to win the Coal South East of the
above said House. –
The 5 feet Trouble has taken a considerable turn down East under Mr.Ss. House
which will command about 6 or 7 feet
Water Level for the Coal So. which is
very favourable. –

ing back the Levels. – It is at present
40 Yds. down from the bord the Level
are brought away from, and there is
still 1½ remaining as Levels to be
brought down the headways if necessary – if the Headways continues flat
as at present there will be no difficulty
in getting down to the boundary (if whole
Coal) distant about 300 Yards further
down
which is at present 73 yards^ from the
So. West Narrow Bord. –
The East Rolley way bord from Shaft
The Crane is now shifted out to the
foot of the East Rolley Way, the Coal
all being wrot. back from East & North of
it and all will in a short time be completely finished in that direction
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Monday 11th. Feby. – St. Lawrence Colly.
the rest of the Stones &c. and lay of
th
The Sinking has (on Friday the 8 .) holed
the Gin. – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
into the High Main Coal Seam being from
The Crosscut Rolley way as named in
Surface a distance of 34½ Fathoms to the
the memorandum of the 12th. November
thill of the Seam; the Post Stone at the
1832 has now got finished which is
depth of 25 Fathoms was very Strong and
continued 22 Yards down the South
good, so they left of timbering: but at 28
Headways (after crossing Smiths
Fathoms the Post Stone got so very open
narrow bord) where the Crane is set. –
and gullety that it required Stone wallThe South Headways has got all
ing in many places. – – – – – – – –
the Water Levels taken up to the face
Monday (this day) they commenced Sinkat the distance of 57 Yards from the
ing from the thill of the High Main, to
Water Level Bord, where they have made
the Low Main which was lett P. Bargain
a Sump about 5 feet deep and put
to 15 Men, till the 5th. of April next, for
in a Pump and carried in Levels frm.
the Sum of £5 P. Fathom; there is also a
it. – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Boy at the Gin for drawing the Stones &c. up
The Coals have at present to be laid on
to the thill of the High Main when it is
Bank as there is no Shipping trade (and
taken away and deposited in a part of
are first to raise as few as possible) viz.

ting in the cledding and making
her all complete, excepting putting in the Brattice, as far as the High Main
The Cribs are all made of Oak and
all New ones, 1 Inch Fir deals are
used for the cledding, which appears to answer the purpose exceedingly well. – January 8th. got the
Stone Head at the depth of 23 Fathoms
from the Surface, which is rather [gullety] and is not considered Strong enough
to leave off timbering it a[
g on]

[18]
March 18th. Down Saint Lawrence Colliery
<at present>
and the principle workings^ are confined
to the North Broken (at the Northernmost Crane
situated about 70 Yards West from the head
of the North Headways from Shaft) towards
the ballast Hill where the Pillars appear
to be very little Crept (within 80 Yards of the
Ballast Hill) which gives more hope of
Whole Coal in that direction. they have received orders to push with all speed Northward
towards the Ballast Hill pit which is
about 130 Yards from face of Headways –
There is also a Crane set at the head of the
North Rolley way headways, so as to work
that Coal East and North (which was left
when the Coal was brought back in the
East North Rolley way from the Shaft) which

the Workings until they are filled up;
by that time it is supposed that the New
Machine will almost be completed and
nearly ready for work which will draw

[19]
vented from getting forward, at the
distance of 3½ Fathoms from the thill of the
High Main by the seam Water which
was lodged there (the greatest quantity
was about 40 Gallons P. Minute) so that
Cast Metal tubbing had first to be put
in: they have tubbed up from off the
head of the Metal Coal Seam (a distance of 6 Fathoms from Main Coal) 3 fath.
and this day the water has risen over the
top of it; and will in a day or two put
in another fathom of tubbing on the top
of all, they are now 8 Fathoms from
Main Coal Seam, in a blue Stone and
works very well. –
The Machine in the Course of 2 Months
will be completed, and by that time
that part of the Main Coal will be stowed up. –

Raised last week from 18# to 19# P. day
and only working 8 or 9 days P.Fortnight. –

looks very well indeed and is a good height
about 3 Yards East from Crane and 20 Yards
North again they have fallen in with the 5
feet Rise Trouble to North, that appeared
in the East North Workings but is only
about 3 feet. – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
The Sinking Pit was very much pre-

[20] [21]
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May 1st. 1833. – The Coal at the First
proving the extent of whole Coal in that
Crane
in the North way from Shaft is now worked
direction in bye side of the Water Level
all out both East and North and the Crane
board and is going day and Night, at 36
laid off – The workings in the far in North
Yards down holed North into the water
Crane is looked very bad at present. Being
level board a thickness of 8 yards for
crushed and a heavy Stone: but are still
the purpose of letting away the water
persevering to get to the Ballast hill
being a descent of about One foot or 18 Ins.
(being within 70 Yards of it) do not as yet
They also intend continuing East if possible
see any thing of the Gravel Trouble in
and holing over the 5 feet Rise trouble to
These workings which was met with in
So. & W direction, into the water level board
the West North Headways from Shaft. –
at the distance of about every 20 Yards &
The East Rolley way Crane workings will
setting away the water – The Face of this
serve about 10 days of a fortnight longer
board is at present Full of Runners &
when all will be brought back within
has the appearance of a Rise Trouble; also
40 Yards of the Shaft, so that there will
turned away a South board opposite to the
then be only the far in North Crane, and
North Holing which looks very well. –
the Whole Coal Workings to work at. –
The Sinking put is now 62 Fathoms
The Whole Coal workings re-commenced
down & has latterly been going at the Rate
about a fortnight back and are looking
of between 3 and 4 Faths. P. week
very well; there is a Board put away
which is considered Fast Sinking. –
45 Yards [to](this day) for the purpose of
The Machine will in the course of next week
be completed, & ready for work; they purpose
putting up the pulley frames on Monday or tuesday
[on blotting paper]

next raising at present 21xx –
P. day – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
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[22] [23]
S . Lawrence Coll . June 6th.
of June is 125 Fathoms long and
New Pit now at the Bensham Seam
weighs 16 Cwt. The Pulleys were
& is 2 feet 11 Inches thick, Strong close
got at Birtley Iron Works and are
grained Coal & lies 32½ Fathoms below
6 feet diameter and weight 9 Cwt. each
the High Main; Stopped Sinking on the
Cost 10s/ P. Cwt. they appear to be very
<in>
Strong & Suitable for the purpose. –
23d. of May to commence^ putting in above
The Tubbing that was put in was
3 ths
70 Fathoms of Main Brattice memel
/8 . Inch thick and the flanges were
3 Inch Plank at 7d. P. foot, 10 feet lengths
2½ Inches wide & each tier 2 feet
and on Tuesday the 4th. of June got it
deep being 3 tier to the Fathom;
completed up to the top of the Pit, & on
2 Fathoms were got at Losh Wilson
Wednesday the Sinkers resumed their Work,
& Bell’s which Cost 19£ P. Fathom and
they just being a fortnight off; off the Iron
3 Fathoms 2 feet was got at Hawk’s
Slivers, put in between each plank Cost
<both at 8s/ P. Cwt.>
11s/- P. Cwt. & got 40 Cwt. which just comwhich Cost £17 P. Fathom^ – The Pulley
pleted the work. – One of the Pit
Frame will stand 36 feet high from
Ropes was got at Pollard & Haggie’s which
the Settle bords which is quite high
was put on, on Thursday 23d. (which served
enough for two Corves. – The Machine
to hang the Craddle too while putting in
was completed on Thursday the 16 May
the Brattice) being 120 Fathoms long of
which appears to be^<a> very Strong &
t
s
4½ Inch Rope and weighs 14 Cw . at 50 /- P,
complete job. –
the other Rope was got at Mr. Smiths
On Thursday the 9th of May
th
and was put on, on Tuesday the 4 .
t

y
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(in the Old Pit) they holed into an
open Waste under Mr. Smiths House
quite unexpectedly and found the
Pillars to be from 5 to 6 Yards wide by
20 long all upstanding and in capital
order; the face of 5 of the W d. were
Standing 3 feet deep of water being fastened in by Falla in some of the bords
ends, but when taken away, freed all
the water and left the Boards perfectly Dry: the face of these boards are
all Standing about 1400 Yards off the

[Loose sheet]
[23a]
Losh Wilson & Bell
C
42 Segments of tubbing 97-1-21 @ 8/- 38-19- 6
Hawks
42 – “ –
–“–
86-2-26 –
34-13-10
28 – “ –
–“–
56-3- ” @8/- 22-14- 0
3 th
/8 thick 2 ft. High 7 in acausse
Birtley Iron Works
2 Pit Pulleys 18-2-0 @ 10/
9- 5- 0
Carriage of Do. – – – –
4- 8
9- 9- 8
Poleard & Haggie
120 Faths 4½ in Flat-Rope
14- 3- 21 @ 50/37- 6-10
Laid on May 23 – 1833
Smiths Rope Laid on June 3rd
125 Faths. 4½ in Do.
16- 0- 0
New Eng begun May 16
Sinkers begun the Brattice May 23
and finished it June 3 – 70 Faths

[25]
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runs North from Smiths House along
the West workings; On the So. East
there is no barrier left (that is) against
Fryers Goose Colliery, therefore in that
Case there is a Straight load out of
one Pits Workings to those of the other,
We now intended ridding out the
Stable Headways South from the
<to this Coal>
Shaft for a Rolley way^ which goes
about 80 Yards & let at 3s/ 2d. P. Yd.
taking down Stone so as to make the

Hewing Prices & other work wrot. at North
Hetton Colliery July 24th. 1833. –
– Moorsley Main Coal –
To Hewing in the Whole Mine s . d
with a 20 Peck Corf 7..6 P. xx of 25 Corves
Include castg Small
o
D . double in Wide Boards
– ..6
Rambler or following Stone –
– ..6
Wet working – – – – – – – –
– ..6
– Narrow Work –
To 3 Men in Winning Headways – 1..10 P. Yard

middle of the River, some of which
have only been driven 5 feet wide
<the people>
as if they^ had been let by the water &
been determined to get away West, but
all in vain: this upstanding Waste
is bounded off the North by a Diper
North unproved which appears to be
a branch from the 8 feet trouble that

way 6 feet high there will also be
80 or 90 Yards further to go to reach
the diper No. but which can-not be done
till it is put through from the South
Side so as to loose the water that is
standing on the dip Side of the trouble,
it will take 4 or 5 Weeks to get it
finished & will Cost about £40. –
Raising now 22xx or 23xx P. day –

driving double – – – – – – –
1.. 8
do.
in Walls – – – – – – – – – –
1.. 6
do.
o
o
d .d .–––––––––––
1.. 4
do.
in drafts double – – – – – – –
1.. 2
do.
In 2 Yard Boards – – – – – –
1.. 0
do.
– Putting –
with a 20 Peck Corf – – – – 1.. 7 P. xx
do. – – do. – – – – – – – – – 1.. 5
do.
o
o
d . – – d . – – – – – – – – – 1.. 4
do.
do. – – do. – – – – – – – – – 1.. 2
do.
s.d

s.d

s.d

Driving P. Day – – – – – – – – 2..0 – 1..6 – 1..3 – 1..2
Overmen & Deputyship – – – 5..0 – 4..0 – 3..2 – 2..10
Cranemen – – – – – – – – – – 1..0 – 1..8 P. xx

s.d

[27]

s

Inspectors & Small Leaders – 3..4 – 2..10 – 2..6 – 2

Tramway Layers – – – – – 2..6
Switch Keepers – – – – – 1..0
Helpers up & Plate cleaners 1..6 – 1..3 – 1..0

Trappers – – – – – – – – – 1..10
Horsekeepers P. week – 16..0
Leading New Horses P. day 1..6 – 1..3

Onsetters P. xx. – – – – – – ::1¼
Muck – – – – – – – – – – – ::1¼
Roll: way Men P. day – – 2..10
Creasing Roll W & oiling Lamps 1..3

Building Stoppings(brick)
Stopering up & building do.

1..2
4..0

Cutting Sumps – – – – – 1..0
Drawing props P. xx – – – ::6
Boring – – – – P. Yard – – ::6
Banking
Banking – – – P. xx – – –::1¼
Muck – – – – – do. – –
– ::3
Letting down Bricks & Lime – ::1 P. Corf

Do. – do. Horses ¼ Year 1..–
Braking
P. week 18..–

s.d
[28]
[29]
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Carrying Picks – – – – – 1..8
St. Lawrence Colliery – July 27th. 1833
Shoveling in the Heap &
s.d s.d
The New Sinking Pit reached the
Changing Corves – – 2..3 – 1..8 – 1..6
Low Main Coal on Tuesday 23d. and is
5 Feet 11 Inches thick, being 91 Fathoms
Moorsley Hutt Seam
deep from Surface and only been 8 Months
To Hewing in the Whole with
and 3 weeks from the common cement inwith a 20 Peck Corf 4..10 P. xx
cluding the time lost in putting in the
Casting Sm: Coals undergd.
4..10 do.
Brattice. This day they have got the Pit
Furnace Keeper P. week – – 16.. –
walled up to the Settle boards and an
Horse Keeper – – – – – – – 16.. –
Oak Crib laid on the top (the wall at
Leading Timber into the workthe bottom is 4 Feet thick which consists
-kings at Night – – – 1..6 P.Shift
of 18 Inches of Brick work in the Inside and
Calling on the Men P. Week
3..0
the Outside is built of Stone; at the top
Overmen attendg. Pit on –
it is 2½ feet thick, but the Brick work reSunday Mornings –
2..0
mains the same thickness: the Height is
Corves laid out – – – – – –
– ::6
22 feet including the Oak Crib which is
Drawing water P. Shift – –
2..0
7 Inches thick
Hazard Pit
Hewing in the Whole(Headways) 5..4 P xx
[Diagram of Pit-Shaft Walling]
o
o
o
D.
D . (Bordways) 4..10 d .
Do. in Pillars – – – – – – – 4..0 do.
To Casting Small in Headws. 5..4

Do. – & Firing P. day
Cleaning Boiler – – – –
Wailing – – – – P. day
Inspecting wailers – – –
Trimming Screens – – –
[Aperatus] Banksmen –

2..6
3..0
1..0
2..6
2..4
2..6

Do.

Do. Bordws.
4..10
Pillars
4..0
Now working 20 Keels P. Day. –

Diagram of Pit-Shaft Walling
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What is the Content of the Cone whose height is
Batterns, there is One of the Screens ready
22 feet and the diameter of its two ends 18 feet
for Starting work with, which is between
and 15 feet
18
the Bars ¾ of an Inch and is 22 feet long
15
18
18
from top to bottom, and width 5 feet – The
15
15
144
Pulleys will now Stand 35 feet from Settle

75
15
225

90
18
Square
18
324 diar. of bottom
Square
270 Taking the Area of the
diar. of top
225 Pit itself from the Area of
324 the whole; leaves the con819 tents of Maison work; (thus)
.2618 10
10
10
6552 10
10
10
819 100
100
100
4914
100
1638
100
214.4142
300
22 Height .2618
What the whole
4288284
78.5400
would contain
4288284
22 Height
taking it as
4717.1124
1570800
Feet-Solid
11727.8800
1570800
27ft a Solid Yd.) 2989.2324
1727.8800
110.7123 Solid yards of Mason work
Think will get Settle boards & Pit top all
<to go down>
ready on Monday Night for the Sinkers^ to Sink
a Sump two or three Fathoms deep which will
be quite deep enough as there is little or no water
to contend with; think 2 fathoms might serve a
week or 10 days without drawing water out of it.
Think The Screenframe & Screens are made of memel and cleaded over the top with Scotch

Boards – Got 140 Yards of Cast Waggon
way Rails (weight P. Rail 50lb) from Hawks’ at
6s/ 6 P. Cwt. And a dozen Crossen Rails of Losh,
Wilson & Bell at 7s/ 6d. P. Cwt. – the Waggon
way is now laid and is ready for work think
will Start work on Monday week. –
The Adventure Pit – The North Headways
which is now under the Ballast Hill looks
very favourable at present and the Pillars better
and Stronger and more open; on Thursday
last they holed into an open West Board and
could get 2 Pillars up & then a North
Headways at a few Yards up a W d. was
turned 2 or 3 Yards up to Face: if we could
but get into an Open waste (which there is no
doubt there is one not far distant) to ascertain
what Coal there was it would then be a matter of consideration whether to keep that
way on, or to Sink a Pit somewhere
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[32] [33]
about the Burial Ground at some
Section of the different Seam
future period as a Landsale Pit. –
of Coal Sunk through in the New
The South Water Level Headways near to Mr.
Pit as follows –
F I
Bensham
Coal
–
–
2..11
Seam Co
y
Smith’s House which was Stopped (in Feb . last)
[Pencil]

about 70 Yards down for want of Water level
is now freed of the water by means of
<up>
continuing^ one of the Old West boards in the

Six quarter

[

] of workig the whole

Coal – – 1.. 9
Band – – .. 1½
Coal – – 2.. 1½
4.. 0

[Pencil on Blotting Paper
Commenced workg.
Coals Augt. 5th. 1833
Holed do. [ ]d.5 July &
lef[t] off working the whole
Laid off No. Way Augt 14

[33a]

Waste & holed into the said Headways at the
Face, we have now turned 4 West boards
out of this Headways where the water was
and the Coal looks extremely well, these
boards will have to go about 50 or 60 Yards
to reach the West boundary. –
The South Headways from Shaft will
have yet to 25 yards from face
before it reaches the trouble. –
Now raising – – – 28 xx P. day
and working 7 days P. Fortnight

Five Quarter

Low Main
Not Workable
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Coal – – 1.. 6
Splint – – .. 9
Coal – – – .. 4
Stone – – .. 5
Coal – – – .. 5
Stone – – .. 3
Coal – – – .. 1½
3.. 4½
Coal – – 2.. 7½
Band – – .. 2
Coal – – 2.. 1
Stone – – .. 2
Coal – – – .. 9 5..9
Coal – – – .. 5 [ like]
Stone – – .. 8 1..1
6..10

[34] [35]
St. Lawrence Colly. 16th.
it is thought adviseable not to interr
Sept . 1833. –
fere with the remaining part of the
Down the Bee (or New) Pit & have got the barrier
Seam below the bottom band which is
holed all round the Shaft which is 64 Yards
course & very foul, without we can get
square leaving the Pillars as below
trade for it, or taking it up for Rol& have turned away
ley way height: commenced working
5 East boards and
[Diagram
Coals August 5th. 1833. –
5 West boards
of Boards]
Old Pit. – The Headways going South
leaving the Wall 12
of the Shaft (as mentioned in last MemYards & bord 4 =16Yds.
orandum) was holed through into the
to the winning & length
Old waste July 5th. and laid off the
of Pillar to be 20 Yards also two North
Whole Coal workings going towards the
& South Headway’s going which will be
middle of the River, as that Coal wd
about 12 Yards each, out of the barrier.
be cheaper got when this Rolley way is finwith respect to Coal it is considerably
ished than by the present Cross Cut way the
Stronger than what we expected to find it
way is not yet Finished & think it will take
and burns to a Whitish Ash, there are
a Fortnight or three weeks before comtwo bands in it of two inches each, but
pleted, intend laying it with round
s
as one of them is 2 feet 7 in . from the Roof
top’d Rails and have ordered 300 Yds.
and the other one 2..1in below that again
of Double way & 2 Dozn. & a half of

[36]
Rolley wheels from Busy Cottage: The present working places in this Pit is next
the West boundary under the River between
the Old Mothergate & the West Rolley way
bord from Shaft, & the Old Pillars along
the Cross-cut Rolley way. – In consequence of the North Rolley way workings under the Ballast heap not
proving so favourable Since my last
Memorandum we abandoned it for
altogether on the 14th. August and on
drawing the Timber &c. made the Houses
near the top of Cock Fighting Row Shrink
which was Repaired by the Owners of
the Colliery. –
Have commenced to put up another
drop at Staith & have given the busy Cottage
People the Order for the Iron materials –
Working last Fortnight 5 Days. –

Diagram of St. Lawrence, Bee Pit Boards

[37]
St. Lawrence Colly.
Decemr. 13th. 1833.
Old Pit. – The South Rolley way
from Shaft (as mantioned in lastMemorandum) is now in work, and
getting out of that quarter about
4 Keels P. Day of Whole Coal, the
<underground>
quantity of^ Rail way that was got
at Raynes is 350 Yards 4 yd.
Cwt q lb
Lengths & 14lb. To the Yard = 57..0..0 at

[38] [39]
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The New Pit. – The So. West Headways
have setaway a Cross-cut No. 29W
has met with a Rise trouble to the So.
for an Incline Plane which is now
of 7 or 8 feet at the distance of 110 Yds.
about 50 Yards in. – Are now builfrom Shaft, and as the Yard here, we inding Chaldron Waggons for the use
tend coming back about 20 Yds.
of the Colliery P. Bargain & have got
and take it in level onto the top of
16 Wheels of Thos. Cookson weighing
the trouble. As this Seam dips 1¼ in
cwt q lb
general to the Yard it is also thought
37..0..11 at 8/ 6. Got of Willm.
advisable to have an Incline down
Hawks 48 yards of Waggon way Rails
as far as this trouble to act the same
cwt q lb
s. d.
as in the other Pit. – and the Rolley
weighing 2..2..13 at 6/ 6 16 Waggon Cods
way to be continued along the Skirts
do. 2..2..11 at 9/ - and 3 Crossing

9s/ 6d also 160 Yards of Cast Iron Rails, &
Cwt q lb
Chairs 85..0..12 at 5/ 9 also 10 Rolley
Cwt q lb
s
s
Wheels 22 in . Diam . 15..1..25 at 9/ 6
1 Bundle of Sheet Iron 1..2.. 0 at 16/– –
Intended to make an Incline down
this South Rolley way from Shaft, the
Rope acting from the Machine at bank
this incline will be about 100 Yards
long. – .
[on blotting paper] Chain 3lb P. Yard
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started on Monday last the 9th. of
Decr. It was made at busy Cottage
for the Sum of £160. –
N.B. The workings in the High
Main Seam in the So. Way have met
with a trouble W. from which a great
quantity of water is coming off. but
those workings which have got past
it, are looking favourable again and
the water taken very much off. –

of the Boundary up towards the River which will be about water level. – All other parts of the Pit is
looking extremely well. – At 90 Yards
up the No. East Headways from Shaft

Rails

2..2..11 at 8/ - also turned
cwt q lb
Waggon Axels weighing 7..0..18 at
16/- & 32 Cod Bolts – 1..1.. 8 at 28/Raising out of Low Main 27 xx P. day
The New Drop at the Staith as was

[40] [41]

[42]
y

Saint Lawrence Coll .
Mar 5th. 1834. –
Down the Old Pit & the whole of the work
is now coming out of the So. W. quarter
(about 14 xx P. day) & are conveyed by the
Horses within 100 Yards of Shaft, from
whence they are brought to the Shaft
by means of a hawling plane attached to Machine at bank which was
Started on the 22nd. January; it brings
6 Corves up each time; this contrivance
is considered to save the Horses in a
great Measure, it being the very Steepest
part of the way. Commenced curving
in the bottom Coal of this Seam it being
about 1 foot thick which Saves the Seam
very considerably. – the workings still continue very wet & do not Seem to drain
at all. – The Low Main Coal is looking

[43]

[44] [45]
Compass No. 30 W Skirt of boundary uo the middle of the River

than 1½ Years, it has been considered
necessary to put a Pit down on the

Stronger on both sides of the Shaft
The North Headway’s’s are now about
200 Yards up & have got a Small trouble which makes the Coal very tender & the Roof very bad indeed; at
present there is about 2½ inches of Ramble put in which has very much the
appearance of continuing so – these
headways’s are going crosscut No. 28½
W. for the purpose of Skirting along
the Side of the No. East boundary with
the intent of making an Incline plane
of it. – The South Headways’s have
also met with a Rise trouble of about
7 Feet to the South at the distance of
120 Yards from Shaft where the East
side Headways has Stopped, & have
changed it to the West Side of the West
headways and Set them away by
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St. Lawrence April 8th.
The New Pit near the Ash Heap, as

for a Rolley way which will be one
of the principle Rolley ways for winning that tract of Coal – these
Headways’s are now about 40 Yards
inbye from trouble and have for
the last 12 or 14 Yards been dipping
at the rate of 2 inches P. Yard and
making a very great deal of foulness & the Coal extremely tender
which leads to Suspect that a trouble is not far distant – but for
the last 6 or 7 Yards it has taken
to rise – have not yet fixed for any
Rolley ways in this Pit, as the Coals
Can yet be put Cheaper to the Shaft
than otherwise. – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
N.B. – As there is Scarcely Coal
in the Main Coal to Serve more

North Side of Ash Heap to Explore west in Search of whole
Coal which there is still Reason to
believe there is. – the Pit was commenced on the 10th. Feby. (a Square
Pit) 10 feet by 5 – let to 11 Men including banksman for the Sum of £3.18. –
are now 16 Fathoms down & have only
entered into a mild Post – think
it will be about 10 or 12 Fathoms
further to Seam. –
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[46] [47]
st
Commenced Borng. a hole(on the 1 .
If a Pit be put down any way here
April) close on the West-Side of Ouse
it will be questionable whether a
burn about 60 Yards up the burn from
drift should be put thro’ the Gravel
Glass House Bridge in Timber
to the Ash Heap Pit for the drainr
Yard belonging to M .
it is
ing of the water, or that an Engine
so near the Crane as to be useful in
at Bank to draw it. –
drawing the Rods out of the hole. –
The Adventure Pit workings are
at 9 Fathoms from Surface fell in
at present extremely dry and the
with Gravel about 3 feet thick which
Coal very Strong & good, but how
was very troublesome, after that got
long it continues in this way reinto^<mild> Post which is to be hoped, is
mains unknown. –
the same as that found upon the Coal
at Ash Heap Pit. – The Stones from
N.B. – The Gravel met with in the
the gravel get into the hole, and causes a
Ash Heap Pit, is under ^<to> all appear<to be lost>
ances the same as that fell in [with]
great deal of time^ in getting them out. –
in the Adventure Pit. –
paid for the first 5 Fathoms 5s. p. and

mentioned in last Memorandum
reached the High Main Seam on the
24th.^<March>at the depth of 20 Fathoms from
Surface; there only being about 4 Fathoms
of mild Post next the Coal – the Pit
went down upon a West Bord which
we ridded out & proceeded West for
about 30 Yards where it unfortunately fell in with Gravel, and a Small
<stopped>
feeder of water, this place was^ in consequ
also at the same time had a So. Headws.
from Shaft for the purpose of getting
a communication fo into the Old Pit
(Adventure) for Air & setting away the
water – the water that came off from
the Gravel filled the So. Headws. so
Full that it was also discontinued
until further consideration. –
[48]
– Present Establishment –
Wrights – – – – Butson & 3 Joiners
Smiths – – – – Hackworth & 1 Man
Pit heap – – – Smith, Nichol Marshall &
necessary Screeners
Labourers – – 2 Cartmen. –
– “ – – – – 2 Waggon Runners
– “ – – – – 2 Staith People. –
Underground – Geo: Mackey Nicholson &
– “ – – – – brother 1st. – – – – – –
– “ – – – – Edwd. Mackey – – – –
Shift work – – Jas. Mackey – – – –
– “ – – – – Wm. Mackey – – – –
– “ – – – – Stonebanks. – – – –
– Single Establishmt. –

for every Fathom more 7s./ 6d. – think it
will not exceed the depth of 15 Fas.

Geo. Nicholson
Jas. Mackey
Edwd. Mackey
Boy – –Plate layer. –
20 Hewers to be bound
High Main – – 4s..0d includg. wet.
Ramble & Double – – – – – – – –
Do. Walls – – – – – 2s..10d
Headways – – – – – 1..2
P. Yard
Walls – – – – – 1..0

[49]

Low Main

&

s.d

Whole Coal including Ramble^ Double 2..10
Pillars – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 2.. 6
Walls holed P. Yard – – – – – – – – – 1.. 0
Narrow Bords – – – – – – – – – – – – 0.. 8
Putting under 100 Yards
1s/ 2d P. xx
d
and 1 . For every 20 Yards extra. –
Banksmen 2½d. P. xx. –
Onsetting 2d – do. – in Low Main
High Main 1¾d. do. –

[50] [51]
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S . Lawrence Coll .
May 5th. 1834
Down the Adventure Pit and the
good order, the Rollers not being
workings to the West of Crane are
carefully put in so as to make the
now advanced within 14 or 16 yards
Chain act upon them. –
of the boundary under the River, and
The West way from Shaft is now
are very wet especially 5 of the bords
Getting opened out again for the inwhich are now in work North of the Crane
tention of working off the Pillars
Bord. – The workings South of the Crane
which were left between the North
Bord are not so far advanced, neither
Gravel Headways and the 5 feet
are they so wet. – There is a South
Trouble. Think there will be about 40
Headways going^<in> the Whole Coal at
Pillars 5 Yards by 20 which will prothe Southernmost extremity of these
duce somewhere about 954 xx and
workings, for the purpose of holing inworking say 6 xx P. day will last
to the Old Workings close at
159 days = 27 weeks = 6 or 7 Months
edge of East Boundary, when, the
the Waggon way is lett for 1s/- P. Yard
Water (which is at present pumped
to 4 Men – 2 Men * Hours each. –
out) will be let off into Old workings
Are now building 2 Brick House
N.B. – Mark X on Blotting paper. –
one for Mackey and the other for
The Incline Plane is still not in
Butson each House containing
t

Plan of Adventure Pit, E. Boundary Workings
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4 Rooms. two up Stairs and 2 down. –
tity of Timber. The greatest part
Are now Trying Gause Screens fixed
of the workings come from this
under the present Low Main Screens
quarter. –
for re-screening the Small which anThere are also a few pillars North
swers a very good purpose as far
East of Shaft about 100 Yards, whi[ch]
as they have been tried. –
a small proportion of^<the> work is coming
from, and the remainder from the
East quarter of the Colliery. –
The Pit is going double Shift - and
Heaton Colliery
th
is divided into 2 Setts of Men conMay 6 . 1834 –
Down d Pit and the Pillars which
sisting of 18 each Sett; P. Shift
<about 770 yards West from Shaft>
37 xx – have for this quantity of work
[see are now working off^ between the
28 Horses which is rather too many
Plan x Thistle Pit and 5 Fathom dyke x are
use nothing but edge Rail Plates

[54]
Coals to London. –
The Water which this pit makes,
keeps the Engine going Night &
Day – diameter of cylinder 54 Ins.
Single powered – 17 Inch Sett – 6½
Strokes P. Minute. –
Bensham Seam
Jarrow Colliery
175 Fathoms
May 7th. 1834
Down Jarrow Pit, and proceeded So.
150 Yards to top of Hauling plane
and then down Hawling plane 380
Yards, where I turned up 2nd. West
exploring Drift as far as 660 yards to

]

now almost exhausted. – in the course
or 3 or 4 weeks there will be very
little more to be got here, there are also
4 or 5 places going working off upon
the Thistle Pit Dyke. Which will be
finished in a day or two: at present
this part of the Pit is rather uneasy
and of course requires a great quan-

and each Horse brings out 8 Corves
except from the East way where
there are 2 Horses employed at
steepest part of the way. –
Send most all their best

a district called Fredericks (district)
and turned North 500 Yards to a
plot of workings called Napiers district which workings are thrown
up to South of 27 feet which is made
into a Self acting Incline of 103 Yards
long and was Staited this Morning

Plan Heaton Colliery, Thistle Pit, 5 Fath. dyke

[55]
for the first time, and appear’d to
answer remarkably well - they intended Setting away 8 West Bords in
this district directly. –
Returned back to bottom of Hawling plane; and proceeded East,
up a Self acting Incline 120 Yards
long into a plot of workings called
Don pedros district; this district as
(far as has^<yet> been explored) completely
cut to pieces by Upcast & Downcast
Troubles, but does not Seem to have
affected the quality & appearance
of the Coal at all, and the workings
are remarkably clear from foulness

[56] [57]
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which goes up to the Main Coal Seam
February 1st. 1834 –
continued 150 Yards further to top
Mr. Dunn had an Interview with
of North^<East> Cross-cut where we went
Thos. Foster touching M.D. suggestions
down a distance of 380 Yards into
for winning the Lake Coal by the Lessors
the Impropriated Coal where they
allowing the Lessees a portion of the
are at present working off the Pilexpense in the shape of foreborne
lars, in working of which there
Rents &c. The Lessees to give up Jarrow
does not appear to be the leastGrange & to win the Lake Coal after
foulness whatever. – Are now raian agreed plan. – Explained the
sing 46 xx P. day: on Single Shifts;
matter to Mr. Turner who is to commuwhich occupies 69 [Mawers]. – Hewing
nicate it to Messrs. Brown for their
<two men in each bond>
consideration. –
s
d
price 4 ..10 –^ Number of Horses 14. –
Deputies. Have in the whole 3/- and
in the Broken 3d/ 2d P. day. –

Query if Putters have 1s/- P xx and
3d for every 200 Yards more. –

Returned back to within a few
yards of Shaft, and proceeded
East at about 34 Yards there is a Pit
which is called the Bensham Pit
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Jarrow Colliery
Feby 13th. 1834. –
Down Jarrow Bensham examining
the North East quarter just finishing
in the whole mine & beginning with
Pillars, in this quarter the walls are
left 15½ Yards by 23 Yards – Stone heavy
and very ready to Fall – Air abundant
and in a very good air to begin with. –
The dip in this quarter is very considerable, so as to require Poneys from
the dip – Three Corf Rollies are now
using extensively here and found to
be of considerable advantage – the
Great they seems to be given them
plenty of side play of going easy round
the turns. –
The working nearly 1/3 d out of Jarrow
Grange, and the remainder all from

[60]
whole workings below the Dykes –
Upon the whole the Colliery is making out very well and working
very Cheap and tender. At present
Mr. Thos. Foster for the purpose of
considering a project I formerly threw
out for winning a part of slake Coal
The Lessors allowing a proportion of
accumulated Rents to be devoted to
that purpose. – –
There are three ways of doing it;
1st. – Sinking to level of Low Main South
of Dykes & driving a Stone drift out
to far So. Extremity of Main Coal
which would cost somewhere about
£6000. –
2d. – From the Low Main Seam at
Bensham Pit to drive Eastward
and then another Engine from
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80 + 12 = 92 . 46 . 23
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137
23
411
274
60 ) 3151 / 52

about Engine Coal right down the
South district to the far side would
also cost about – £6000 –
But I suggested the following as a
much more practicable scheme viz –
to build an Engine at foot of Bensham
Drifts. And drive an Inclined plan
Stone drift down to the foot of Engine Coal – reserving the Southern
District for another Engine at some
future period – The Engine Coal would
last 3 or 4 Years – Cost – £3000 –
and a good deal less. –
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